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Introduction Marketing Strategy: Foundations and 
Application is a 5-week online course that 
will equip you with the skills to successfully 
understand, plan, implement and monitor 
basic marketing strategy, using a range of 
channels and online tools to creatively  
drive your brand forward.

Why Red & Yellow?
Red & Yellow practice what they teach. 
This course is practical and industry 
relevant, designed by knowledge officers 
who distil information from digital 
experts in real agencies.

Why should I take the course?
This course is suitable for current, 
aspiring and traditional marketers  
who want a better understanding of 
the modern marketing tactics. It's great 
for Brand and Marketing Manager who 
want to promote their business more 
effectively through offline and online 
channels, as well as small business 
owners who want to improve their 
marketing efforts.

Book today by calling 0844 488 3775
or email training@jellyfish.co.uk
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MODULE 1 
Introduction to Marketing
›  Understand and explain key  

marketing concepts

›  Set clear, achievable goals for  
your marketing efforts

›  Understand the importance and 
purpose of a marketing strategy

›  Interrogate the key components  
of your marketing plan

MODULE 2
Strategic Thinking
 ›  Identify the many internal and  

external factors that affect a brand’s 
marketing strategy

›   Dissect the four pillars that make  
up the context in which the business 
operates – the business, the customers, 
the environment and the competitors

›  The art of defining and creating a brand 
identity and value proposition that 
resonates with your audience

Course O
verview

MODULE 3
Developing the Strategy
›  Choose the right mix of marketing 

channels for your campaign, brand  
or objective

›  Understand and use a wide range  
of digital, mobile and offline  
marketing channels

›  Use a range of tools and models 
to assess whether your marketing 
strategy is succeeding

›  Optimise and iterate your strategy  
for constantly improving results

MODULE 4
Creative Strategy
›  Conceptualise fresh, exciting creative 

ideas for marketing strategies

›  Use the power of storytelling to  
engage audiences

›  Understand the role of visual design 
and copywriting in marketing, and  
the principles that govern them

›  Create value through content and 
creative executions, endearing your 
audience and building a strong 
relationship with them

Key learnings you will achieve in each module:
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What are the benefits of this course?
›  Understand the research, planning and creative aspects  

of marketing strategy

›  Develop a clear marketing strategy

›  Learn how to use a series of models, tactics and approaches  
to reach the right people with the right marketing channels

›  Constantly iterate, optimise and improve your marketing  
efforts, using sound insights and data

What learning tools are included?
Book onto the Marketing Strategy: Foundations and Applications online 
course and you’ll benefit from the use of the following learning tools:

› Engaging course notes in PDF format

 › Discussion forums on the learning platform

› Live chat sessions

› Weekly assignments

›  Recommended reading materials and other educational resources

 ›  Academic coordinators available by email, phone or online forums

W
hat is it all about?
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We take our courses seriously and understand how 
important it is for you to get the most out of your 
online learning experience.



Course Certifications 
You will receive a certificate from Red & Yellow at the end of the course 
(if an average of 50% or more is obtained across the assignments and 
research project) and a virtual badge to add to your website, blog, email 
signature or social network.

How the course works
›  Completed entirely online on the Red & Yellow learning platform

› 4 modules (1 per week)

›  4 assignments (1 per week, mix of quizzes and written questions)

›  1 research project (completed over the duration of the course)

›  About 5 to 7 hours of study per week (including reading the 
course notes, further research and completing assignments)

Register Online 
›  Visit www.jellyfish.co.uk/training/online-courses

› Click on “Book Now”

›  Visit the cart, fill in your checkout details & place 
your order

›  Choose your payment option

›  You will receive a booking confirmation email, 
followed by an email with you log-in details to 
access the online learning platform

W
hat to expect

Book today by calling 0844 488 3775
or email training@jellyfish.co.uk


